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Address AFT (UK) Ltd. 
Hallcroft Ind Est 
Hallcroft Road, Redford 
DN22 7SS Nottinghamshire

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of Forehearths, Molybdenum Electrode holders, Glass Level Controllers, Furnace Repair & Installation, Commissioning, Equipment for Batch
Plants, Batch Charging, Feeder Technology, Electric Furnaces, Electric Boost Systems.

Furnace and Forehearth Rebuilding

AFT has always been involved with the supervision of furnace construction and repair but has, over the past few years, become involved in total
furnace and forehearth projects. In keeping with our tradition of development and innovation, we have designed special block lifting and handlng
systems to help facilitate this work.

These systems, which incorporate hydraulic, vacuum, and electrical technology, are aimed at elevating refractory handling operations to an improved
status with regard to safer, quicker and more precise installation.

The photographs shown here serve to illustrate some items of equipment developed in-house by AFT to assist refractory manipulation during furnace
building and repair. 
The Blockmaster

This purpose designed heavy duty tool (we call it the "Blockmaster!) eases the process of moving large refractory blocks and is especially useful when
placing soldier blocks.
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